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                                 I. INTRODUCTION 
              Now at present the electronic computer gives good approximated solutions of the complicated 
           differential equations on radioactive decay and growth. However, the exact solutions are yet useful 
          in the simple cases. In this paper some conclusive solutions, which were not found in the text books 
           and literatures, are commented. The processes for solving the equationsare omitted. 
                              II. LINEAR DECAY SERIES 
         1. General Solution1) 
        The differential equation 
                                 dNn_ 
                                             dt—An-1Nn-1—An1S. n
       for the linear decay series 
                                 1 2' ,2  22 >...n 
       was solved by Laplace's transformation. Here, N is number of nuclides, A is decay 
       constant, and t is.time. The solution is 
     1...              N
n—----~,E/'1~1+1,~n Nge-Ait,(1)                                                         12
„ i=1 j=1 (Ai—Ai)(Ai+1—Ai)...(A.-20 
       where the symbol (°) represents "at t=0". When a factor (A in the denominator 
       in the summation becomes zero, it must be converted to unity by the promise. 
        2. Applications 
       a) The 4th member When n =4, the general solution leads to the solution 
      N4=1 212223 N°e—alr 
 (22-21)(23-21)(24—Ai) 1 
-FL///2112) 3/N° +  ('12/23N9le-22t                (tl-22)(2 -22)(24-1 2)\~ -22)(24-22)l
±[ 
                (21//2.1,%213//N°                  23)(2223)(2423)1
                                         2223z3r                                 +
1A2-A,3)l~4—A3)N2+A4—A3N3e 
         * Mlift : Faculty of Science, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka. 
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  + 212223 N° 
_ (21-24)(12-24)(23 24) 
~213  N+  3  N3+N21e-24t. (2) 
                     (42-44)(43-44) 43-44 
This is the typical solution, which allows to extend formally over other n values smaller 
or larger than 4. 
b) Initial absence of daughters When N2=NZ=...N°=0, j is valid only for 
j =1. The general equation leads to the expression 
                                 n 
        N —121,12-•11'nNoe_2it n2
„(21-2i)(22—~i)...(~„:,,.—Ai)1 
n' a 
            _2112.:.~„-1N°(2
1— 2i)(12-2i)—(4-11)•(3)    i= ---------------------------- 
This is the well-known Bateman's solution. If 2, <<22, 23,...2„, so that e -2tr»e-z2t, 
e 23 t, • • e z"t, i is valid only for i=1. The above expression leads to the formula 
l„N„ =.11N°e-l't =21N1, 
which means that every daughter in the decay series is in equilibrium to the parent 
after the sufficiently long time. 
c) Branching When the members have branchings such as 
the general equation is converted to 
Nn=----1 Li2j2j+l...2nNoe-Air(4) 
                   t=1 j=1 (A —Ai)(Aj+1—Ai)...(A„—Ai) 
where A=2+2'. 
d) Unification When the unifications such as 
                    22 23               
1 -------->2 ------->3 --------->... 
           1* Zt 2*  22-------> : main 
2M4 1**------- 
: sub 
are included, i) at first a main chain is selected, and the general equation is applied, 
ii) sub-chains are constructed, and the general equation is applied putting N° =0 for the 
member at the unification point and the members following it, and then iii) the derived 
equations are summed simply. 
   For the most simple example 
                       1 , 21 >2, 22 >... 
                   1*  2t-------  
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the solution is as follows:.
      N・一、、嬰、、N°i{、 、鑑 委槽 励
                +[、、磐、、N°i+、凸 、N*i・+N°z]・凧 (・)
  For a complicated case such as
                   2
                   2*
for example, the solution for N3 is as follows:
   N・ 一[{(λ2+乃)一(、 、+、つ}離 そ隻1+、つ}{、、一(、、+、i)}
      +     λ三λ斐
       {λ歪一(λ1-← λD}{λ3-(λ1十 λi)}
      +{(、 、+、2)一(、、編{、 、一(λ、+、つ}]珊 ・一…蜘
      +[{{(、 、+、～)一(、瑚{夢 詫+λ 皇)}{、《 、、瑚}
      +{(、 、+λ9-(、 、鑛{、,一(λ 、+棚}増
      +{{、 窒一(、、+、蕪 一(、、+棚+、 、一義1耐 昭]・一…+・≦・
      +[{{(λ1+λ つ一λ窒}{畿襟})一 λ秀}{λ、一再
      +{(λ 、+λ9呈1鵡{λ,一.1*2}}N?
      +{(、 、瑚 鴇{、 、一λ杢}N°z+、、㍉N秀 ・]・一…
      +[{{(、 、+λつ一λ3}{欝 乞)一λ、}{、2一λ、}
・ +
{        λiλ歪(λ1+λ9一λ3}{λ歪一 3}+{(λ 、+λi)一謡1λ 、瑚 一λ、}}N?
      +{{       脇λ糞(λ2+λの一λ3}{、差一λ,}+(λ、+ll)一 λ,}N°z+λ轟, N*z・
                               +N°3]・一娩 (・)
                     (272)
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              III. OVERLAPPING OF NUCLEAR  REACTIONS2) 
   The rate of nuclear reaction is expressed as — (dN/dt) = rN, which is the same 
form as for the decay, — (dN/dt) =AN. Here, r is rate constant. If the direction of 
reaction is also the same as for the decay, r is added on .1 simply in the decay and growth 
calculations. However, if the direction is opposite as in the case 
(n,P) 
                     1 > 2, 
•16-
for example, the solution of the differential equation is difficult, and the general solution 
is not given. Only typical and simple cases are described below. For simplicity r 
is put as ). 
 1. First Member Reproduced 
 The differential equations for the case 
                  xt A2 
1 ~ > 2------- 
are 
                        dd1.42N24.1N1 
dN2 =/11N1—(i2+112)N2. 
The solution is as follows: 
    
2----------- rr ----------µtt — 1--------------µ2e  N10L~1N1+0NZ}0e{N +0NZ}e](7) 
     /1—/~2 Aia't+/l2  
              1 0NZ -----------µ2[i+{~l+µlN? 
+N2}eµtt—(A1+µ2)i---------+µ2N?+Nz}eFl2t,(8) 
where µl and / 2 are two roots of the equation 
µ2+(.11+.1.2+4)/I+7t1.12=0.(9) 
 2. Second Member Reproduced 
 The solution for the case 
                                      A2  
                     1  at >2, '3 A3 > 
xZ 
is as follows : 
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A=a+11.111,2,N?(~
1+g3)(g3—P4) 
             111a,2N°. B—P+ (A
1+Y4)(g3-124)(11) 
                 0 C(~
1+g3)(~1+114) 1--------------{.12N9+(.12+g3)N3}~. P3 — g4(12) 
 __  
 µ14—g3{22N3+(22+114)N3}J 
/23, /24: Two roots of g2+(.1.2+A2+4)g+11.211.3=0(13) 
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